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President’s Message… Brian Hart
I had every intention of sitting down and
getting a few words ready for the
Monitor when I got home but as I turned
in the driveway the sky was just too
interesting and the contrast between the
coloured leaves and the dark clouds was
just too good a photo opportunity to turn down. So now I
have returned from the back field a few photos richer and
still as impressed as ever with our changing seasons.
There is so much talk these days about buying food
produced within a 100 kilometer radius of where we live.
I think we could apply the same standard to our photo
taking. Although I have had the opportunity to travel
internationally and see some amazing sights (or sites), I
am still convinced that the most satisfying photographs
are taken in the places we know best and that is usually
within a fairly tight radius of where we live. Each year I
tend to try and find a new way of looking at things I have
photographed many times in the past. If nothing else it
gives me a new way of looking at, enjoying and respecting
the environment I live in.

This is also the time of year to be thinking of our winter
photo projects. There are so many creative things to do
with our digital photos. Many times I hear people saying
that they want to spend time taking photos and not sitting
at a computer but if you think of what you do with your
images as a continuation of the creative process it puts a
whole new spin on things. Think of the options: the
creation of slide shows, animations, or the blending with
music or even video clips not to mention all the printing
possibilities that can now be done conveniently in our
own home. If anyone has ever tried to make a coloured
print in a darkroom they won’t have to be convinced that
photography is much easier and open to the creative
process today than it has ever been. Perhaps you could
forward some of your project ideas to Larry for inclusion
in this publication – we can all use ideas.
We will soon be into the Christmas season and our annual
Christmas dinner. Be sure to reserve the date when it is
announced. It has been a wonderful social event in the
past years and I am looking forward to seeing everyone in
attendance again this year.
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Featured Personality………. Outings Director Bob Robertson
Place of birth: Toronto; >Residential area: Downtown Cobourg;
Occupation: Retired, after having done Cost Accounting in the Aircraft Industry, many years
in Retail Management, and Twenty years in the Nuclear Industry as an Industrial
Millwright/Mechanic. Always a volunteer, I am currently the Vice-Chair of the Northumberland
County Accessibility Advisory Committee.
When/how did you develop an interest in photography?
At 14 I discovered I needed eyeglasses to see the chalk board at school. The optometrist had a darkroom and showed me
the magic of developing and printing pictures. I learned how to build a light-box and printed my pictures at home. Once I
had employment income, I switched to slide film, then came marriage and children and colour print film took over, so that
my wife could carry prints in her purse. I still kept one SLR for black and white projects, and continued to shoot slide film
on vacation trips.
Where and when do I do most of my “image capturing”?
I like having a camera available and there is no subject “off limits”.
Since 2005 when I took over the President’s job at our club, I have been capturing most of my images while on club outings,
and the rest on vacation trips.
Cameras:
One of my favourites is an old Miranda SLR because you can slide the prism out an use the camera at waist level, capturing
images unobtrusively as the subjects don’t realize you are taking a picture. Currently, I have put aside my Olympus D575
(see images from it on the website) in favour of a Canon S5is because I like the swivel screen, and more recently a Canon
5D Mark II
mainly because of the larger file size of the images, and the speed of the available lenses.
Favourite subjects:
No subject is off limits. I prefer to capture memories, the day, the view, the scenery as I saw it
at that specific time and place. I like taking action images, moving water, cars and people in motion, parades, animals and
even old buildings and barns.
Funny incident:
Not “belly laugh” funny, but disappointing. I thought it would be an interesting project to take pictures of a neighbouring
building where a flat roof was being transformed into a peaked roof (better for snow load and waterproofing). I carefully
went out each day and shot a few images, carefully advancing the film after each shot. It was only several weeks later when
I realized the film counter had long since passed the 36 images I expected to get, and I discovered there was no film in the
camera! Thankfully we now have digital memory cards !
(Images below submitted by Bob)
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A Gift………Text and images submitted by Mary Talbot
One winter a friend brought me a thoughtful gift: a pomegranate – but not to eat; to photograph.This
amazing part of Creation waited for me to discover it. Really discover it, I mean, in all its richness and
complexity.

My friend wanted to give me a challenge, but I doubt he thought the pomegranate would be the subject of
ten (yes, really) ten rolls of slide film and many hours of photography spread over a couple of weeks. Time was an important
element here. I responded differently each time I worked with the pomegranate

The outside was a mottled brownish‐red, slightly rough. The
part where the fruit had been attached t o the stem was
roughly circular, with small cracks leading outwards.

With my camera on the tripod, and using my macro lens and available light, I worked at my kitchen
counter (a comfortable height for photography). First I made a few overall images of the whole
fruit, sometimes adding a little extra light reflected from a slightly crumpled piece of aluminum foil. Later I cut a new,
smooth piece of foil, placed the fruit on it, and photographed the resulting reflections.
Another day I moved the camera even closer. No longer was I photographing a pomegranate; I was looking into outer
space. The orange planet I discovered had a crater and even dry riverbeds amongst the rough terrain.
Finally, a week or so later I decided to look within this magical fruit. I thought if I didn’t cut into it soon it might start to
shrivel and the innards deteriorate. Taking a sharp knife I did the deed, and deep red nectar dripped onto the silver foil.
Glistening gold and sparkling rubies now awaited me.
Once I had satisfied my abstract
appetite with patterns, shapes, and
colours, and played with creating
montages, I scooped the seeds from
between the webs of pulp (a finicky
process, if ever there was one), put
aside the two shells to photograph
the inner remaining shapes once
they dried, and poured the nectar
into a glass. And when all was done,
I was able to eat my subject and
have it too.

Photography helped me slow down and take the time to really see one small, amazing part of the world around me,
intricate and glorious. And I didn’t even have to leave home to be transported out of this world. What a gift!

‐
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October Outings Report…….by Sharon Thompson
The turnout for the Oct 23 walking tour of Port Hope
consisted only of Bob, Arlene, Wendy, and Sharon. We
managed to cover about 6 blocks in three hours and could
have used more time except that we were getting hungry.
We started at the Town Hall, walked up Walton, along
Brown Street to Bedford, then back on Cavan. In the park,
we were accosted by fast moving mimes in orange and
black body suits (possibly practising for part of the
evening "Thriller" mash). Due to Bob's extensive
community contacts, the Hinchcliffe and Lee shop
allowed us to photograph all their wares. Our study of
eroding brick and plaster along the main street was
interrupted by motorcyclists wearing masks. Colourful ivy
all but encased some buildings on the side streets. Most of
the heritage homes were decorated and some of the
gardens had obviously been planted to ensure colourful

foliage well into autumn. If you looked closely at the
ground, in among the fallen leaves and even fallen fruit,
you could find small urns, obelisks, and sculpted garden
stones (but not a gnome in sight). There were many carved
pumpkins, the odd ghost, and even a five foot spider
scrawling up a picket fence. A huge ginkgo tree caught
our attention because of its odd shaped leaves. The old
factory by the water was a jumble of texture, light, and
shadow. Its crumbling brickwork made for marvellous
shots. Still, flowers struggled to grow alongside it. We
even managed to find some broken windows that we could
stick our lenses through. On the way back, salmon were
still trying to get up the Ganaraska underneath the shadow
of the industrial scaffolding on the river condos. All in all,
a very pleasant day with more than enough to photograph
and with probably more variety than in other outings.

Port Hope walking tour
images submitted by Sharon
Thompson.
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A trip to Carl Warner's website is a treat for those who adore the "I Spy" puzzle concert.
Mr. Warner is known for his ability to generate some rather unusual landscape
photography. The landscapes are created totally out of food...that's right... food. Look
closely and that mountain range is actually made from loaves of bread. The trees can be
of broccolis, mushrooms, celery, or even parsley stuck on ginger root trunks. And, of
course, coconut husks become hay stacks. I initially thought they were made out of
shredded wheat. Hot air balloons of garlic buds, banana bunches, and other fruit fill a sky.
A cheddar cheese castle may be hidden in the distance. And, if you look closely at that
photo of a dark storm at sea, that little ship bouncing on a sea of purple cabbage waves
has life preservers made from sliced pitted olives. Great fun for those who enjoy picking
apart a photo to see what has been used in marvellous ways to generate remarkable
pictures. Go to http://www.carlwarner.com/ and click on "stills" and then on the green
square on the left to get to the foodscape gallery. There are two galleries devoted to this
type of photography.
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Russ Donaldson submits the following photo essay:

During a recent visit to Vienna, Austria, my wife and I visited the Royal Palace. I was really taken by the ornate
fence that surrounds the grounds. Can you imagine how much time and patience it must take to paint the sucker? It
must be a government contract.
When I started photographing various components of the fence up close, my wife, (a non photographer), thought I
had lost it. The results I find intriguing. What's the verdict? Was I wasting my time?

Freeman Patterson - radio interview
CBC "Ideas" Radio One, will be broadcasting a wide-ranging, hour-long interview with Freeman Patterson entitled "Shamper's Bluff" on Wednesday, October 13, at nine
(9) p.m. local time in all time zones.

Hallowe’en image ……….. by Dawn Knudsen

Freeman Patterson - Sarnia, November 13-14, 2010 - workshop and exhibition
Below is an abbreviated version of an announcement received from the Sarnia Photographic Club
- for more details, please contact Mary Talbot, mtalbot@eagle.ca; 905-797-2584.
"A Visual Design Workshop"
Saturday, November 13th
9:00 am - 5:00 pm, (noon - 2:00 pm break, lunch not included)
Sarnia Library Theatre, 124 Christina St. S., Sarnia
"A Duet of Light and Inspiration"
Exhibition and sale featuring fine art Giclée prints from Odysseys and A Natural Reverence
Susan Kristjansson Gallery, 256 Christina St. N. (above Maran Fashion), www.skgallery.ca
Kenneith Gallery, 251 Vidal St. N.
Open Noon - 4:00 pm on Saturday November 13th
Opening reception with Freeman in attendance 1:00 pm - 4:00 pm Sunday November 14th at both locations
Exhibitions run until November 27th
Freeman Patterson will be giving "A Visual Design Workshop" hosted by the Sarnia Photographic Club. Freeman is an inspirational speaker and an amazing
teacher. His talks are richly illustrated with his photographs, and he will also be showing some of his audio-visual presentations of slides set to music.
He will be speaking in the morning about the building blocks of visual design: line, shape, perspective and texture. In the afternoon he will speak about
combining those building blocks using the principles of visual design: balance, rhythm, proportion and dominance. His presentations are geared to
photographers, but his talks are richly illustrated with his photographs and the content will be of interest and value to all visual artists who work in two
dimensions. (There is no need to bring your camera as the workshop will not be hands-on.) Freeman also speaks very motivationally about our need for
creativity and our passion to make photographs.
Signed copies of Freeman's five instructional books as well as The Garden will be on sale at the workshop.
Tickets cost $50 and can be purchased by mail:
Please send a cheque made out to the "Sarnia Photographic Club" along with a self addressed business size envelope, to:
Yvonne Nelson
1527 Forest St.
Sarnia, ON
N7V 3P8

sarnia.photographic.club@gmail.com
www.sarniaphotoclub.com

Fine printing services available
at:http://www.jeffgardner.ca/htm/Printin
g.htm
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by Larry Keeley
A MONUMENTAL CHANGE IS
ABOUT TO OCCUR!
Before
elaborating on this, I want to tell you
about a great book I am reading these
days. The title is “Blink”, written by
Malcom Gladwell. This is Malcolm’s
second book. Some of you may have
read his first, The Tipping Point, in which he tries to help
his readers make sense of some of the major changes that
are now occurring globally. Blink, on the other hand, is
about how we think. And, more to the point, how we
manage to think without thinking! About choices and
decisions we make in an instant without any prior, or
conscious, effort. He explains how our brains work, under
a variety of conditions and asks us to question why some
people are much better at doing this than others.
One particular example he gives is of a group of highly
trained art experts working at the J. Paul Getty museum in
California. After months of painstaking research and
scientific investigation to verify the authenticity of a
marble statue recently excavated and dating from the sixth
century BC, they finally made the decision to purchase
this treasure for just under $10 million. Shortly, thereafter,
another expert, an Italian art historian, stopped by to view
the statue. Upon his initial sighting, the word “fresh”
immediately popped into his mind and he promptly
advised the Getty people that the statue was a fake. When
asked to explain how he had so quickly arrived at this
conclusion, he replied, simply, that the statue was “too
fresh looking” for something that had been buried in the
ground
for
several
thousands
of
years.
Another example of split time thinking happened when a
well-known and highly respected psychologist was asked
by a large corporation to devise a method they could use
to select and hire people suitable for management
positions. The psychologist set up two teams. Members of
Team A were to spend a year with each of the people
applying for management positions. During this time, they
would carefully observe and record practically every

detail of their subjects’ lives. Team B members, on the
other hand, were limited to a 15 minute maximum during
which time they would observe their subjects sitting and
working at their desks, whether at home, at college,
university dorms, or wherever they did their desk work.
Surprisingly, Gladwell reports that team B researchers
produced far more accurate perceptions of who would, or
would not, be better suited for managerial positions. As
one Team B member stated, “I only needed a quick glance
at the mess on one person’s desk to know that he was
mentally sloppy and therefore unsuitable for positions of
higher responsibility.”
At this
point, I
took a few moments to stop and reflect on what I had just
been reading. Sitting at my own desk, it slowly dawned
on me that any of those B Team members would have
drawn the same conclusions about me had they seen the
pile of stuff that is always on my desk. Bills, both paid
and unpaid, receipts, articles, camera equipment, pieces of
clothing, you name it, it all seems to find its way to my
desk. My excuse is that at least I always know where to
look for something if I need it! I try filing things away;
however, invariably, when I go to look for some carefully
filed item, it has managed to find a new hiding place.
Unlike my wife, who has a foolproof filing system and an
office and a desk totally devoid of any unwanted particles,
my desk always seems to be covered with a vast, and deep
assortment of goodies. That is up until today!!! The
thought that someone might consider me to be ‘mentally
sloppy’ has galvanized me into a frontal assault on this
mound of motley material. No more dumping of stuff till a
later time for filing. No more putting off till tomorrow that
which should be done today and now! Now that I’ve made
this decision I have set up waste cans, recycling bags
and….wait… hold on a sec…. Dawn is yelling something
at me…. “Larry….! Come quick!.......Grab your
camera!..... There’s beautiful light on the cornfield up the
road….!!” Gotta go. More on this later….. Maybe….?!!
Now, where’s my camera…..?!
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Emailing Images: Email the resized, renamed images as an attachment to the email address corresponding to the
category of your image. If you are submitting images in more than one category, send them separately to the appropriate
email address indicated below.Please note: do not imbed (paste) the image into the body of the email or allow the email
software to resize the images. These are to be submitted before midnight on the Friday before the monthly meetings.
ThemePhotos@northumberlandphoto.ca
OutingPhotos@northumberlandphoto.ca
PhotographersChoice@northumberlandphoto.ca
The subject line of the email address should contain your name and theme/outing for which the images are being
submitted i.e. Andreas Gada Nature In Motion, Andreas Gada Glass Blowing, Andreas Gada Photographer’s Choice.
When submitting Photographer’s Choice images please include some detailed information about the images you are
submitting such as where, when and how the photos were taken and any image processing details you feel are appropriate.

Next meeting: Monday, Nov. 1st, 2010
Time 7.00 pm
Guest Presentation by Lola Allin
Theme Challenge: “What Is This???”
Outing Images
Photographer’s Choice Images
NPC Executive
President – Brian Hart 905 797 2478

Vice President – Ray Williams 905 885 4309

Debara Piercey – Secretary 905 377 8077

Treasurer – Bill Bates 905 372 0256

Diego Fabris ‐ Membership 905 372 0368

Audio Visual – Andreas Gada 705 924 3109

Outings – Bob Robertson 905 372 5640

Program/Newsletter – Larry Keeley 905 885 9288

Out reach – Wendy Thorn 705 395 1952

Past President – John Draper 905 372 5839

Please visit our website at
www.northumberlandphoto.ca.

